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Abstract 
Mora, T., An introduction to commutative and noncommutative Griibner bases, Theoretical 
Computer Science 134 (1994) 131-173. 
In 1965, Buchberger introduced the notion of Griibner bases for a polynomial ideal and an 
algorithm (Buchberger algorithm) for their computation; since the end of the seventies, Griibner 
bases have been an essential tool in the development of computational techniques for the symbolic 
solution of polynomial systems of equations and in the development of effective methods in 
Algebraic Geometry and Commutative Algebra; moreover, Grobner bases have been also generaliz- 
ed to free noncommutative algebra and to various noncommutative algebras, of interest in Differen- 
tial Algebra (e.g. Weyl algebras, enveloping algebras of Lie algebras). 
The aim of this paper is to give an introduction, as elementary as I was able to make it, to both 
commutative and noncommutative algebras: Grobner bases are in a sense a finite model of an 
infinite linear Gauss-reduced basis of an ideal viewed as a vector space and Buchberger algorithm is 
the corresponding generalization of the Gaussian elimination algorithm. 
Moreover the paper contains a survey of some applications of Buchberger theory to noncom- 
mutative algebras; together with these results surveyed, this paper contains some minor new points: 
e.g. the “useless pair criteria” in the noncommutative case and the final result on the existence and 
“computability” of Griibner bases for two-sided ideals in any finitely presented algebra. 
0. Introduction 
In 1965, Buchberger introduced the notion of Griibner bases for a polynomial ideal 
and an algorithm (Buchberger algorithm) for their computation [lo, 111. 
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Since the end of the seventies, Grobner bases have been an essential tool in the 
development of computational techniques for the symbolic solution of polynomial 
systems of equations and in the development of effective methods in Algebraic 
Geometry and Commutative Algebra. 
Bergman [S] was the first to extend Grobner bases and Buchberger algorithm to 
ideals in the free noncommutative algebra; later, [37] made precise in which sense 
Grobner bases can be “computed” in the free noncommutative algebra: there is 
a procedure which halts if and only if an ideal has a finite Grobner basis, in which case 
it returns such a basis; note that the property of having a finite Grijbner basis is 
undecidable. 
Grijbner bases have been also generalized to various noncommutative algebras, 
of interest in Differential Algebra (e.g. Weyl algebras, enveloping algebras of Lie 
algebras). 
The aim of this paper is to give an introduction, as elementary as I was able to make 
it, to both commutative and noncommutative algebras: Griibner bases are in a sense 
a finite model of an infinite linear Gauss-reduced basis of an ideal viewed as a vec- 
tor-space and Buchberger algorithm is the corresponding eneralization of the Gaus- 
sian elimination algorithm. This approach is not new (cf. [19,29]), but at my 
knowledge it has never been developed in such a detail and up to a presentation of the 
algorithm which includes the “useless pair criteria”. 
While the results surveyed in this paper are fairly standard, some minor points are 
new: e.g. the detailed presentation of the “useless pair criteria” in the noncommutative 
case and the final result on the existence and “computability” of Griibner bases for 
two-sided ideals in any finitely presented algebra. 
1. Griibner bases 
1.1. Setup 
Our aim is to give algorithmic recipes to deal with finitely presented algebras over 
a field and with their ideals. A good starting point is then just a semigroup S which we 
only require to be endowed with a well-ordering < , which is a semigroup ordering, i.e. 
it is compatible with the product: 
for each l,r,tl,t2~S, tl<tz implies ZtIr<Ztzr. 
We consider then the semigroup ring k(S), which has an obvious k-vector space 
structure, for which S is a basis. In other words each element of k(S) has a unique 
representation as a linear combination of elements of S. The well-ordering < gives us 
something more: each element j? k (S) has a unique ordered representation as a linear 
combination of elements of S 
f=i~~ Citi: ciEk\{O}, tiES, tl> ... > t,. 
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So to each nonzero element j?k (S), we can associate T(f) := ti , the maximal term 
off; and Ic(f):=cl, the leading coeficient off: 
Example 1.1. While at least the beginning of the theory can be stated quite in general, 
we will develop only two easy cases, and the generalizations we will propose will be in 
different directions. 
First, we take S:= (aI, . . . . a,), the free semigroup generated by the n symbols ai. 
Each element tES has then a “degree” which is given by the cardinality of symbols 
composing it, so for instance deg(aza, az)= 3. 
As an ordering we can choose the deglex ordering < such that tl < t2 if and only if 
either 
deg(tl)<deg(tz) or deg(t,)=deg(t,) and tl is lexicographically less than t2, 
where we say that tl is lexicographically less than t2 if 
either there is rES such that t2 = tl Y 
or there are l,ri,rZ~S, aj,,aj, with j, <j2 such that tl=laj,rl, t2=laj2r2 
(the definition depends obviously on an ordering of the generating symbols). The first 
terms of S=(a,,az) are then 
Note that “lexicographically less” is not good, since it is not a well-ordering; in fact 
a{+‘a2<aiaz. 
As a second case, we take T, the commutative free semigroup generated by 
4, . . . . a It, whose elements are aE,‘...aF: EiEN. As an ordering we can choose the 
following one: 
tl := a: . ..az<ay’ . ..a.=: t, if and only if either 
deg(t,)<deg(t,) or deg(tI)=deg(tz) and there is j: Ei=ri, i<j, Ej>?j 
Remark that, if we consider T as the subset of S (the product is different, of course!) 
consisting of those elements ai, ai ... ais such that iI < i2 < ... < i,, then the ordering on 
T agrees with the one in S. For some unfathomable reasons, however, the ordering is 
known as degrevlex (and also as the total degree ordering). 
With S and T defined as above, k(S) is the free k-algebra on al, . . . , a,, and k( T) is 
the polynomial ring k[al, . . ., a,,]. 
Using the ordering defined above, we have for instance, for f:=2agaf - 
3afa:+4azEk(S), T(f)=asaf, lc(f)=2 and for f:=a,a3+a:Ek[a,, . . ..a.], 
T(f)=a:. 
If ZC k(S) is a (two-sided, left, right) ideal of k(S), the set 
T(z):={T(f)ES):f~z}cS 
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is a (two-sided, left, right) semigroup ideal of S and the set 
O(Z):=S\T(Z) 
is a (two-sided, left, right) order ideal of S, i.e. 
for each l,r,&S, Ztr~O(l) implies t&(Z) (two-sided case) 
for each 1, teS, l&O(Z) implies teO(I) (left case). 
Example 1.2. Let us continue the example above, with n = 3, i.e. k(S) = k (al, a2, a3 ) 
and k(T)=k[a1,a2,a,]. 
First we consider the two-sided ideal I0 c k(S) generated by 
(a2a,-ala2,u3a1-ula3,a3a2-a2a3), where elements are written so that the first 
term is their maximal term. It is quite easy (in this example) to realize that 
k(S)/Z,=k(T). As an obvious consequence then, O(Z,)=T, T(Z,)= 
(a2a1,a3a19a3a2). 
As a second example, we consider the two-sided ideal I1 c k(S) generated by 
(a1 al -_a,, a2u2 -u2, a3a3 --a,); here it is less easy to convince oneself that 
T(Z,)=(ula,,a2a2,a3a3),andthatO(Z,)consistsofthosetermsai,...ai,s.t.aij#aij+, 
for each j. 
Finally, we consider the ideal Z2 c k( T) generated by (a1 a, -a,, a2a2 -u2, 
a3 a3 - u3); again T(Z2)=(u1a,,aza2,a3u3), however O(Z2) is the finite set 
{1,u1,u2,a3,u1u2,a1a3,a2a3,ala2u3}. 
1.2. Griibner bases and canonical forms 
Theorem 1.3. The following holds: 
(1) k(S) =I 0 SpanJO(Z 
(2) there is a k-vector space isomorphism between k(S)/I and SpanJO(Z 
(3) for euchfEk(S) there is a unique g:=Can(f,Z)ESpun,(O(Z)) s.t.f-gel. 
Moreover: 
(a) Can(J;Z)=Can(g,Z) ij-and only iff-gEZ, 
(b) Can (f, I) = 0 if and only iff~Z. 
Proof. The second and the third statements are just useful rephrasing of the first one; 
so let us proceed to prove (1). The proof that ZnSpank(O( I ))= (0) is quite easy: if 
f#OEZnSpun,(O(Z)) then r(j) is in both T(Z) and O(Z) which is an obvious 
contradiction. A proof that k(S) =Z+Spun,(O(Z)) follows from the following 
“procedure”: 
fo:=f, &:=O, h,,:=O, i:=O 
while fi # 0 do 
if r(fi)$T(I) then 
4i+l:=+i, hi+1 :=hi+lc(A)T(f,),J+., :=J-lc(J)T(_L) 
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else %T(&T(Z)% 
choose geI s.t. T(g)= T(J), k(g)= 1 
4i+l:=4i+~c(_h)gi, hi+l :=hi,_h+l :=_f-lC(fi)gi 
i:=i+ 1 
4+4i, h:=hi 
The correctness of the algorithm is based on the easy observations that 
V’i: Ritz, hiESpunk(O(Z)),fi+~i+hi=f: 
Termination is guaranteed by the easy observation that iff,#O then T(fn)< T(& 1) 
and < is a well-ordering. 0 
Example 1.4. Let us compute Can(f, &,) wheref=2a,a,u, -3aIa$. We have: 
f,=2u3uzuI-3uIu~ &=O ho=0 
T(f,)=u~a,a,~T(Z,), g=u&Zul-alaz) 
fl=2u3uluz-3ulu~ ~1=2u3u2a,-2u,u,u~ hl=O 
T(fl)=u,a,a,ET(Z,), g=(a3u1-u1a&Q 
fi= -3ulu~+2ulu,u, 4z=2u3uzu,-2u,u,u, hz=O 
T(_M=ula:$T(Zo) 
f5=0 ~5=2u3u2a,-2u,uzu3 h5= -3a,a~+2ulu2u3 
obtaining Cun(f,Z,,)= -3uIu~+2uIu2u3. 
The reader is encouraged to check himself that choosing different g’s at each step 
(say g = (a3 a2 - u2 u3)u1 for fo) while changing the intermediate computations would 
not change the final result. 
Noting that each semigroup ideal in an ordered semigroup has a unique irredu- 
ndant basis, we immediately obtain the following proposition. 
Proposition 1.5. Zf ZEk (S) is an ideal, there is a unique set GcZ s.t. 
(1) {T(g): gEG} is an irredundunt basis of T(Z), 
(2) k(g)= 1 for each gEG, 
(3) g=T(g)-Cun(T(g),Z)for each gEG. 
G is culled the reduced Griibner basis of I. 
Example 1.6. The basis we have given for IO, I,, I2 are reduced Grobner bases. 
We can relax the notion above to introduce the following definition. 
Definition 1.7. A set GcZ is called a Grobner basis of Z if T(G) = T(Z) where T(G) is 
the semigroup ideal generated by {T(g): gEG}, T(G):=(T(g): geG). 
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Theorem 1.8. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) G is a Griibner basis of I 
(2) for eachfEk(S): 
f= Can(f, I)+ i Ciligili ciEk_{O}, li,riES, gi~G 
i=O 
T(f)~llT(gl)r,>.‘.>liT(gi)ri>li+lT(gi+l)ri+l>... 
(3) for eachfEk(S),fEZ ifand only if 
f= i ciligiri ciEk_{O}, li,riES, giEG 
i=O 
Such a representation is called a Griibner representation. 
Proof. 1*2: The proof is obtained by modifying the procedure in the proof of 
Theorem 1.3; we have just to specialize the choice of g in the instruction 
choose geZ s.t. T(g)= T(A), lc(g)= 1 
by taking g = ZC(gi)- ’ Zigiri where giEG is such that T(gi) divides T(f) and Ii, ri in Sare 
s.t. T(f) = Zi T(gi)ri i.e. by substituting it with the instructions 
choose giEG, Ii, riES s.t. liT(gi)ri= T(fi) 
g:=IC(gi)-‘ligiri 
233: Iffhas a Griibner representation, then it is in the ideal generated by G which 
is contained in 1. Conversely iffeZ, then Can(J; I) = 0, so the result follows immediate- 
ly from (2). 
3*1: Let tET(Z) and letfEZ be s.t. t=T(f) and letf=C:=,ciZigiri be a Grobner 
representation of $ Then t = T(f)* = l1 T(gl) r1 so that tET(G)=(T(g): gEG) and 
T(G)= T(Z). 0 
Example 1.9. We have f=Can(f,Zo)+2a3g12+2g,,az+2a,g,, where gij= 
UjUi-UiUj. 
1.3. Eflectiveness of Griibner bases 
A basic question is, how effective is this procedure? 
We cannot forget that undecidability is lurking around, so that there must be 
obstructions to make the above procedure an algorithm. In fact, the above procedure 
would allow to solve the ideal membership problem, i.e. 
givenZEk(S), given fek(S), decide whether fsZ 
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by applying the procedure above to obtain Can(f; I): then by Theorem 1.3b, &I if and 
only if Can(f; Z)=O. 
On the other side, it is well known that the word problem for a finitely presented 
semigroup is undecidable. The word problem can be formulated as follows: 
Let S be the free non-commutative semigroup on n symbols; let 
~:={(l,,r,),... , (l,, rt)} CS x S; let -_w be the congruence generated by 92. 
Given 9, wl, wzeS decide whether w1 -_ww~. 
The word problem can be easily reduced to the ideal membership problem as follows: 
Let k be any field, let Zgc k(S) be the ideal generated by {li-ri: (li, r;)E%?}; then: 
wi --A w2 if and only if wi - w2~ZB. 
Therefore if the procedure above were an algorithm, we could solve the ideal 
membership problem and so the undecidable word problem. 
Let us restrict ourselves to the case in which S:= (a,, . . . ,a,,) and discuss what 
consequences the undecidability of the word problem has on the effectiveness of the 
reduction procedure. First of all, most steps of the procedure require just arithmetics 
on k(S): since in order to reduce the word problem to the ideal membership problem 
we can choose any field we like, noneffectiveness cannot hide here; also it is clear that 
it is always possible to compare two elements in S in order to decide whether one 
divides the other. 
It is not obvious that given a semigroup ordering < it is possible to decide which is 
the maximal term of an element in k(S); but this is surely possible for many 
orderings, and we are free to choose any ordering we like. An ordering for which this is 
possible is for instance the deglex ordering. In what follows we will exclude from 
consideration “undecidable” orderings, i.e. orderings s.t. it is impossible to effectively 
order a finite set of terms. 
This allows to chase undecidability to its last potential refuge, the instruction: 
choose giEG, li, riES s.t. liT(gi)ri= T(h) 
There are several reasons why one might not execute it: 
- first of all k(S) is not noetherian, so there are ideals which are not finitely 
generated; even restricting ourselves to finitely generated ideals, we cannot rule out 
the possibility that such an ideal has infinite Grdbner bases only. In fact, we will see 
soon that the undecidability of the word problem implies that there are finitely 
generated ideals all of whose Grdbner bases are infinite (at least for decidable 
orderings). It is useful to remark that this does not chase word problem undecida- 
bility to its last refuge: Squier [S] proved that there are ideals with decidable ideal 
membership all of whose Grobner bases are infinite. 
~ however infiniteness of Griibner bases does not answer completely our question; in 
fact to decide whether a givenfis in I, we do not need to know a complete Griibner 
basis G of I, but just {LEG: T(g)< T(f)} w IC is a finite set at least in case < is h’ h . 
a sequential ordering, i.e. is s.t. VtES, {uES: u< t} is finite. For instance deglex is 
sequential. 
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To fix notations let us say that G is a Grobner basis of I truncated at tES if there is 
a Grobner basis H of I s.t. G= {gEH: T(g)< t}. 
We have reached therefore the following provisional conclusion. 
Proposition 1.10. Given a semigroup S and an ideal I c k(S) for which the ideal 
membership problem is undecidable, then, for each decidable semigroup well-ordering 
< which is sequential there is no algorithm s.t. given tES computes a Griibner basis of 
I truncated at t. 
Looking at the other side of the coin we can assert the following. 
Proposition 1.11. Given a semigroup S and an ideal I c k(S), $for some decidable 
semigroup well-ordering < either 
I has aJinite Griibner basis w.r.t. < and there is an algorithm to compute it 
or 
< is sequential and for each teS there is an algorithm to compute a Griibner 
basis of I truncated at t then: 
(1) the ideal membership problem is decidable for I, 
(2) the algebra k(S)/1 has an eflective presentation as Spank(O(I)). 
The aim of the next paragraphs is to show that, restricting to decidable well- 
orderings, and “nice” semigroups S: 
Claim 1.12. Zf k(S) is noetherian then for each ideal I it is possible to compute 
a Griibner basis of I. 
If I has a finite Griibner basis w.r.t. <, then there is an algorithm to compute it. 
If I is homogeneous and < is a degree-compatible ordering (i.e. deg(t,)<deg(t,) 
implies tI <tZ), then for each tES it is possible to compute a Griibner basis truncated at t. 
2. GrGbner bases and Gauss bases 
2.1. Canonical forms and Gaussian reduction 
Before discussing an “algorithm” to compute Grobner bases, let us go back to the 
procedure discussed in the previous section and refine our analysis of it. We begin by 
giving a simplified version of it. 
Can(J; 0 
where 
I c k(S) is an ideal 
G is a Griibner basis of I 
h:=O 
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while f# 0 do 
If T(f)$T(I) then 
h:=h+Ic(f)T(f),f:=f-_c(f)T(f) 
else %T(f)ET(Z)% 
choose gEG, 1, r&4 s.t. IT(g)r= T(f) 
f:=f-Ic(f)Ic(g)_‘lgr 
Can(f,l):=h 
It is easy to realize that this is essentially a rephrasing of the classical “complete” 
Gaussian reduction procedure for vector spaces. 
There is also a variant of this procedure which is analogous of “incomplete” 
Gaussian reduction, in which the computation is truncated when one either reaches 
the null vector or a vector whose first coordinate is not among the first coordinates of 
the current basis elements. 
Before writing down explicitly this variant, let us give the following definition. 
Definition 2.1. Let G c k (S), and denote by I the ideal generated by G; let _fE k (S). 
A normal form off w.r.t. G is an element hek(S) s.t. 
_ g-hEI 
- either h=O or T(h)$T(G) 
Example 2.2. For instance (going back to the previous examples)fi is a normal form 
offwith respect to G:=(a,a,--a,~, u3ul-ulu3, u3u2-u2u3). 
Proposition 2.3. G is a Grdbner basis of I ifund only ifVfek(S), Qh, a normalform off: 
_ if h=O then fczZ 
- ifh#O then f$I 
Proof. Assume G is a GrGbner basis of I and let h be a normal form off: Iff$r, then 
h#O since f-hEZ. IffE1, then heI too, so that if h#O, T(h)ET(Z)= T(G); therefore 
h=O. 
Conversely, if G is not a Griibner basis of I, then there is fEZ s.t. T( f )$ T(G); f is 
then a normal form off w.r.t. G. q 
The following procedure (which is effective provided < is a decidable ordering), 
computes normal forms w.r.t. finite sets G and is a counterpart of incomplete 
Gaussian reduction. 
h := Normal Form( f, G) 
where 
fek<W 
G is a finite subset of k<S) 
hEk(S) is a normal form off w.r.t. G 
h :=f 
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while h # 0 and TEE T(G) do 
choose gEG, 1, ES s.t. lT(g)r= T(h) 
h:=h-lc(h)lc(g)-‘lgr 
2.2. Gaussian reduction revisited 
Because of this analogy, let us therefore discuss in detail the classical Gaussian 
reduction algorithm for finite dimensional vector spaces. 
Let us denote by T(v) the first nonzero coordinate of a vector txk” and, for a set 
Sck”, T(S):={T( v : VES}. Let us call Gauss basis (resp. Gauss generating set) a basis ) 
(resp. a generating set) I3 of a subvectorspace VC k” s.t. T(B) = T(V) and echelon set in 
V a set L of linearly independent elements in V s.t. if v, WE L, v # w, then T(v) # T(w). 
The following is then a (nonstandard) description of the Gaussian reduction 
algorithm, to compute a Gauss basis B of a subvectorspace VC k”, given a basis G 
of v. 
Let B be an echelon set extracted from G s.t. T(B)= T(G). For each VEG\B perform 
incomplete Gaussian reduction on v w.r.t. B and add the result to B if it is nonzero. 
This procedure does not give only an algorithm to compute a Gauss basis B of 
V from a given basis G; it gives also a test whether a generating set is Gauss: denoting 
by B an echelon set extracted from G s.t. T(B)= T(G), G is a Gauss generating set if 
and only if B is a Gauss basis if and only if each VEG\B is reduced to zero. 
Moreover, denoting by {sr, . . . ,E,} the canonical basis of k”, the set {Ej: j$T(B)} is 
a basis of a subvectorspace of k” which is isomorphic to k”/V. 
The following remark has probably been used over and over; we need to make it 
explicit since we will do an essential use of it in the next paragraph. We begin with 
a definition. 
Definition 2.4. Let G = (ul, . . . , v,) be a generating set of V. An echelon set B s.t. 
(1) T(B)= T(G) 
(2) if v,EG, vj~B are such that T(vi)= T(uj), then i3j 
will be called the canonical echelon set extracted from G 
Proposition 2.5. Let G = (vl, . . . , v, ) be a generating set of V and let B be the canonical 
echelon set extracted from G. Then B is a Gauss basis if and only if 
for each vjE G\B, there is a (weak) Gauss representation vj = c0 vi0 + I;= 1 CkUik with 
vi,EG, T(vj)= T(vi,), i,, <j, T(vi,)> T(vj) for k>O. 
Proof. Of course, B is a Gauss basis if and only if for each Vj in G\B, there is a strong 
GUUSS representation vj=CgVio +I:= 1 ckvir with virEB, T(vj)= T(vi,), T(vi,)> T(vj) for 
k>O 
Assume this is false and let vjEG\B be an element for which a strong Gauss 
representation does not exist, and which is minimal in the sense that T(vj) is as high as 
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possible and that uj has the minimal index among all the counterexamples with T(vj) 
as first nonzero coordinate. This means that in the weak Gauss representation 
Uj = c0 Vi,, + 2: = 1 ck Uik all the air’s either are in B or have a strong Gauss representation; 
substituting each vi* not in B with its strong Gauss representation, we obtain a strong 
Gauss representation for aj too. 0 
To look for an algorithm, which, at least under the restrictive assumptions made in 
Claim 1.12, allows to compute a Grdbner basis for a finitely generated ideal in k(S), 
we need to understand the relations between Griibner bases of an ideal and Gauss 
bases of a subvectorspace; but this is trivial. 
Remark 2.6. G is a Grobner basis for I if and only if (Zgr: l,r~S, gEG} is a Gauss 
generating set for 1. 
2.3. Griibner bases for left ideals in k (a,, . . . , a,) 
How much can we generalize Gaussian reduction in order to compute Grobner 
bases? 
Let us start our discussion with a very simple case in which the Grobner basis 
algorithm is just a trivial adaptation of Gaussian reduction: we take S:= (al, . . . , a,,) 
and we consider finitely generated left ideals in k(S). 
Let Z c k (S) be a finitely generated left ideal and let G be a finite basis of I. Then the 
set {tf: teS, feG} is a vector space generating set of 1. It is not a Gauss basis if and only 
if there are two elements in it, tl fi, t2f2 s.t. tl T(f,)= t2 T(f2), which is possible if and 
only if there aref;hgG, tES s.t. T(f)=tT(h). 
The following algorithm then allows to compute a Grobner basis of I: 
while there aref;heG, t&s.t. T(f)=tT(h) do 
G:=G\(f) 
g := Normal Form(f, G) 
if g#O then 
G:=Gu{g). 
Example 2.7. Let us consider the left ideal I in k(a, b) generated by fi :=a3 -a, 
fi := ab3 -a, f3 := b3 -a (here we have identified a with aI, b with a2 and we use 
deglex). So we have: 
G:={fi,f2,f3} f:=f2 G:={fl,f3} NormalForm(f2,G)=a2-a=:f, 
G:={fitf3,h) f:=fi G := { f3, f4 > NormalForm( fi , G) = 0 
G:={fd} 
which is a Grobner basis of I; we have therefore T(Z)=(b3, a’). 
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The peculiarity of this case is that the following rather strong assertion holds: 
Let G be a finite basis of a finitely generated left ideal Ic k(S). G is 
the reduced Griibner basis of I if and only if {I$ &S, LEG} is a Gauss 
basis of I. 
In general such a strong assertion does not hold, for instance when we apply our 
theory to k[X1,..., X,], i.e. k(T), where T is the free commutative semigroup 
generated by {X,, . . ..X.}. 
In fact, if Gck[X1, . . . . X,], then {tf: tES, feG} is not an echelon set, unless G is 
a singleton: if g1,g2EG, gl#g,, tl:=T(gl), t,:=T&), t,ul,u2ET are s.t. 
t=l.c.m.(tl,tz)=ultl=u2t2 then T(u,g,)=T(~,g~)=t. 
3. Buchherger’s algorithm in k[Xl , . . . , X,] 
3.1. Partitions of semigroup ideals 
In order to compute Griibner bases in k[Xl, . . . , X,] by some generalization of 
Gaussian reduction, we must therefore begin by giving some strategy to extract the 
canonical echelon set from the generating set %:= {tf: tE T, fEG}. 
To do so we must first order it, and we do that by ordering the elements of G as 
(9 1, . . . . gS) and imposing then the following ordering on 9: 
tlgj, <t2gj2 if and only if either tl T(gjl)<tz 7’(gj,) or tl T(gj,)=t2T(gj2), 
jl <.i2. 
Having defined the ordering above on Y, it is then consistent with the previous 
paragraph to say that tgj has a (weak) Gauss representation in terms of G if 
tgj=ugi+ i hkgk, uT(gi)=tT(gj), i<j, vk T(hkgk)<tT(gj). 
k=l 
We have now to extract the canonical echelon set from 9, or, equivalently, to 
characterize all elements tgj s.t. there is UE T, i<j with UT(gi)= tT(gj). It is easy to 
realize that our problem does not really involve polynomials and their arithmetics but 
only terms and their combinatorics: the problem is in fact to characterize the set 
q(G):c{t~T S.t. tT(gj)E(T(gl)y ..a) T(gj_ 1))}, which is clearly an ideal in T. 
To avoid cumbersome notation in what follows, let us assume w.1.o.g. that G is s.t. 
Zc( gi) = 1 Vi and let us denote: 
T(i) := T(gi) 
T(i, j) := l.c.m.( T(i), T(j)). 
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Let us also denote: 
7;(G):={t~Ts.t. tT(j)~(T(l),...,T(j-1))}, where T,(G)=0 
Oj(G):={t~T S.t. tT(j)4(T(l), ...) r(j-l))}= T\~(G) 
Ej(G) I= {tT(j): teOj(G)} 
O(G):={&T: #T(G)}. 
The following results are then obvious. 
Lemma 3.1. T is the disjoint union ofE,(G), . . . . E,(G),O(G). 
Oj(G) is an order ideal of T, T,(G) is an ideal of T generated by (T(i, j)/T( j) 1~ i < j}. 
Proposition 3.2. E(G):= {tgi: i= 1, . . . , s, tEOi(G)} is the canonical echelon set extracted 
from {tgi, i=l,..., s, tET). 
G is a Griibner basis of the ideal I it generates zfand only if E(G) is a Gauss basis of I 
G is a Griibner basis of the ideal I it generates if and only if for each j, for each 
t$Oj(G), tgj has a Gauss representation in terms of G. 
Proof. It is just an obvious rephrasing of the linear algebra arguments of preceeding 
paragraph. 17 
Example 3.3. Consider for instance the polynomial ring k[X, Y] (here we identify 
X with X1, Y with X2 and we use degrevlex). Let g1 =X5 -XY*, g2 =X2 Y2 - 1, 
g5= Y5-X2Y. 
We have 
7(1)=X5, T(2) = x * Y 2, T(3)= Y5 
T(1,2)=X5Y2, T(1,3)=X5Y5, T(2,3)=X2Y5 
T,(G)=& G,(G)= T, E,(G)=(X”Yb: ~35) 
T2(G)=(X3), 02(G)={X”Yb: O<a<2}, 
E2(G)={XnYb: 26~64, ba2) 
r,(G)=(X*), 03(G)=(X”Yb: O<a< l}, 
E3(G)={XaYb: O<a< 1, b>5} 
O(G)={X”Yb: O~adl, b<4}u{X”Yb: 2<a<4, b<l}. 
3.2. Testing for Gauss representations 
To test if G is a Grobner basis, according to Proposition 3.2, we are left with the 
task of testing the existence of a Gauss representation for the infinitely many elements 
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tgj, with TV Tj(G). Luckily, since rj(G) is a semigroup ideal, we can reduce the problem 
to the same test for only the finitely many elements tgj, with t a minimal generator of 
7;(G). 
Recall that generators of q(G) have the special form r(i,j)/Y(j), so let us denote, 
for each j, MIAJ(j)c{l,...,j-1) a min’ tmal set s.t. { T(i,j)/T(j): iEMIlv(j)} is the 
minimal basis of Tj(G). 
Proposition 3.4. Let G=(g,, . . . . gs) be u basis ofZc k[X1, . . . . X,], where lc(gi)= 1,for 
each i. G is a Griibner basis of I if and only if for each j, for each iEMZN(j), 
[T(i, j)/T(j)]gj has a Gauss representation in terms of G. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.2, to prove that G is a Grobner basis, we have to prove that 
for each j, for each t~Oj(G), tgj has a Gauss representation in terms of G. 
Let then t~Oj(G), so that there are UET, i<j s.t. tT(gj)=UT(gi), i.e. there is WETS.~. 
t= wT(i,j)/T(j), tT(gj)=wT(i,j). 
We can w.1.o.g. assume that ieMZN(j). By assumption, there is then a Gauss 
representation T(i,j)/T(j)gj= uga+Ci= 1 hkgk, SO that tgj= wugn+Cf, 1 whkgk is 
a Gauss representation too. 0 
The usual characterization of Grobner bases is not in terms of Gauss representa- 
tions but in terms of reducibility of the so-called S-polynomials, which therefore we are 
going to define. 
Definition 3.5. The polynomial 
T(i,j) 
S(i,j):=p 
T(i,j 1  
T(j) gj-T(i) gi 
is called the S-polynomial of gi, gj. 
We say that S(i,j) has a weak Griibner representation if S(i,j)=ciEl hkgk, and 
T(hkgk)< T(i,j) vk. 
Note that the notion of weak Griibner representation is actually weaker than the 
one of Griibner representation: we do not require T(hkg,)< T(S(i,j)) but only 
T(hkgk)< T(i,j). This difference will be crucial in Lemma 3.8 below. 
The following result is obvious. 
Lemma 3.6. [T(i,j)/T(j)]gi has a Gauss representation 
if and only if S(i,j) has a weak Griibner representation. 
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Theorem 3.7. Let G=(g,, . . . . gs) be u basis oflck[X1, . . . . X,], where lC(gi)= l,for 
each i. 
G is a Grijbner basis of I ifand only iffor each j, for each iEMIN(j), S(i,j) has a weak 
Grdbner representation. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.4, to prove that G is a Grbbner basis, we have to prove that 
for each j, for each iEMZN(j), [T(i,j)/T(j)]gj has a Gauss representation. This 
follows immediately by the assumption and Lemma 3.6. 
Conversely, if G is a Grijbner basis, then for each j, for each iEMIN(j), S(i,j)EI, so it 
has a Grijbner representation and a fortiori a weak Grobner representation. 0 
3.3. Useless S-polynomials 
We are not yet ready to present Buchberger algorithm, since some more simplifica- 
tions are possible, which will allow us to perform only a subset of the tests required by 
Theorem 3.7. 
Lemma 3.8. If T(i,j)= T(i)T(j), denoting hi:=gi- T(gi), hj:=gj- T(gj) then 
S(i, j) = hjgi - higj is a weak Griibner representation. 
On the basis of Lemma 3.8, we can perform the following construction, to obtain 
what we may call a minimal set of obstructions for gj: 
_ consider the set 
TG,j) 
-’ l<i<j 
T(j) ’ 
; 
~ remove from it: 
_ all elements which are proper multiples of another element in the set, i.e. all 
elements which are not minimal generators of q(G), 
_ all elements t which are minimal generators of Tj(G) but s.t. there is 
p l=WJ) . I, TM) = T(i) T(j). 
- for all of the remaining terms t choose an index i s.t. t = T(i, j)/T(j) and collect them 
into a set OK!S(j). 
Proposition 3.9. Let G =(gl, . . . . gs) be a basis of Ic k[X1, . . . . X,], where lC(gi)= 1 for 
each i. 
G is a Grdbner basis of I ifand only iffor each j, for each iEOBS(j), S(i, j) has a weak 
Griibner representation. 
Proof. Theorem 3.7 does not depend on which choice we do for MlN(j); by our 
construction if T(i,j)/T(j) is a minimal generator of Tj(G) and i#OBS(j) then there is 
k s.t. T(i, j)/T(j) = T(k, j)/T(j) and either kEOBS(j) or T(k, j)= T(k) T(j). 
The conclusion then follows from Theorem 3.7 and Lemma 3.8. 0 
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Consideration of more S-polynomials can be avoided in Buchberger’s algorithm by 
means of the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.10. Let i < k <j be s.t. T(i, k) is a proper multiple of both T(i, j) and T(k, j) and 
let ti, tkE T be s.t. ti T(i, j) = T(i, k) = tk T(k, j). Then 
(1) S(i,k)=tiS(i,j)-t,S(k,j). 
(2) If S(k,j) and S(i,j) have weak Griibner representations, then S(i, k) has a weak 
Griibner representation. 
3.4. Buchberger’s algorithm 
We are finally able to present Buchberger’s algorithm to compute the Grobner 
basisofanidealZck[X,,..., X,], given a basis F of it; we will assume F to be given as 
an ordered set { gl, . . . , gs} and we will assume lc( gi) = 1 Vi. 
G := GrGbner(F) 
where 
F=(g,, . . . . gs) is a basis of an ideal Ick[X1, . . ..X.] 
G is a Grobner basis of I 
G=& OBS=@ 
for t = 1, . . . , s do 
RED := { (i, k)EOBS: T(i, k) is a proper multiple of both T(i, t) and T(k, t)} 
OBS := OBS\RED 
G:=Gu{g,} 
OBS:= OBSu((i, t): iEOBS(t)} 
while OBS #0 do 
choose (i,j)EOBS 
OBS:=OBS\((i,j)} 
h := NormalForm(S(i, j), G) 
If h#O then 
t:=t+l 
gt := h/lc(h) 
G:=Gu{g,} 
RED := {(i, k)EOBS: T(i, k) is a proper multiple of both T(i, t) and T(k, t)) 
OBS := OBS\RED 
OBS := OBSu{ (i, t): ieOBS(t)} 
Example 3.11. We are now able to compute a Griibner basis for the ideal 
I:=(g,,g,,g,)ckCX, Yl. 
The initialization phase gives us the set of S-polynomials to be tested for a weak 
Griiber representation: we obtain the set OBS = { (1,2), (2,3)}; in fact (1,3)#OBS(3) 
because X5 = T(l, 3)/T(3) is not a minimal generator of T,(G) being multiple of 
X2 = T(2,3)/T(3). 
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We choose then the pair (1,2) from OBS, compute S(l, 2) = Y2gI -X 3g2 = 
-XY4+X 3, which is a normal form w.r.t. G, so we set 
t=4, g4=XY4-x3, G={gl,gz,gsg4). 
Since T(2, 3)=X2Y5, T(2,4)=X2Y4, T(3,4)=XY5, we have RED= ((2,3)}, OBS=@. 
To it we add OBS(4)={(2,4),(3,4)}; in fact X4 = T(1,4)/T(4) is not a minimal 
generator of T,(G) being multiple of X= T(2,4)/T(4). 
Choosing (2,4), we compute S(2,4) = Y2g2 -Xg, = X 4 - Y2, a normal form w.r.t. 
G so we set: 
t=5, g5=x4- Y2, G={g,, . . ..gs}. 
Lemma 3.10 does not apply so we compute OBS(5)= {(1,5), (2,5)} and we have 
OBS = { (394) (1,5), (295)). 
Next we compute S(3,4)=Xg3- Yg4=0, S(1,5)=g,-xg,=o, 
S(2,5) =X 2g2 - Y2g, = Y4 - X ’ and we add the latter element to G: 
t=6, gs= Y4-xx, G={g,, . . ..ge} 
and we compute OBS = OBS(6) = { (3,6), (4,6)}. 
Finally, since S(3,6) = g3 - Yg, = 0, S(4,6) = g4 - Xg, = 0, we conclude that 
G=(g,, . . . . g6} is a Grobner basis of I; we can remove elements whose maximal term 
is not among the minimal generators of T(I) and we are left with { g2,g5,g6}. 
Termination of the algorithm is guaranteed since, denoting Gi := (gI , . . . , gi), one has 
for i>s, T(gi)4T(Gi_,), T(Gi_l)c T(Gi) and because T is noetherian. 
Correctness is guaranteed, since at each step, when (i,j) is extracted from OBS, S(i,j) 
has a weak Grijbner representation either in terms of { gl, . . . , gf} (in case its normal 
form h is 0), or in terms of {gI, . . . . gt,h} ( in case its normal form h is not 0). So, at 
termination, for each (i,j)eOBS, S(i,j) has a weak Grijbner representation in terms of 
G, while each (i, j)ERED has a weak Grobner representation in terms of G, because of 
Lemma 3.10. Therefore the conditions of Theorem 3.7 are satisfied. 
4. Applications of Griibner bases in k[Xl, . . . , X,] 
4.1. Ideals and systems of polynomial equations 
Now that we are able to compute Grobner bases for polynomial ideals, it is natural 
to ask why one should want to do that, and even why one should want to compute 
with ideals in the first place. 
Polynomial ideals model systems of polynomial equations: let 
$ _.i:,Ek[X,, . . . . X,], let k be the algebraic closure of k, let I:=(fi, . . . . fs), let 
. Xl,..., x,)ek”: f;:(q, . . . . xn)=O}. Then if fE1, f(xl,...,xn)=O for each 
(x 1, . . ..X.)EZ. 
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Only a weaker converse is true: if j-(x1,. . .,x,)=0 for each (x1, . . . . x&20, then for 
some r,f’EZ. For instance, if Z =(X ‘) c k[X], so B = {0}, then X vanishes at 0 but is not 
in I. 
The problem is a problem of multiplicities; if the correct notion of multiplicity is 
given, then one can prove that f vanishes in each (x1, . . . , x,,)E~ with the proper 
multiplicity if and only iffEZ. 
The study of polynomial ideals is therefore the algebraic approach to the study of 
algebraic varieties, which are the sets of zeroes of systems of polynomial equations. 
Since the zeroes of a system of polynomial equations are actually the zeroes of the 
corresponding ideal, we will use the notation 9(Z). 
A computational theory of polynomial ideals was quite developed at the end of last 
century, but was then forgotten and replaced by abstract algebraic techniques, mainly 
because of the lack of computing power. After the introduction of Grdbner bases (and 
of powerful computers, of course), it has been revived and there is today a huge 
amount of algorithmic research in this field, mostly founded on Grobner bases. It is 
obviously impossible to give here a faithful report on the present state of the art, so we 
will limit to a few glimpses of what can be done by means of Grobner bases. 
4.2. Reduction of algebraic problems to combinatorial problems 
Theorem 1.3(2) asserts that the vector spaces k[X1, . . ..X.]/Z and Span,(O(Z)) are 
isomorphic; since obviously Spank(O(Z)) is isomorphic with k[Xl, . . . , X,]/(T(Z)), we 
have a vector space isomorphism between k [XI, . . . , X,1/Z and k [X, , . . . , X,]/(T(Z)); 
beware of brackets: (T(Z)) is the polynomial ideal generated by the semigroup ideal T(Z). 
This isomorphism can be effectively used to reduce questions from the ideal 
Zck[X1, . . . . X,] to the ideal (T(Z))ck[X,, . . . . X,], and (since the latter is essentially 
characterized by the terms it contains) to the semigroup ideal T(Z)c T. 
We already used that in deriving a finite set of conditions for an ideal basis to be 
Grobner (Proposition 3.2); among the countless uses to which it has been put, we 
choose the postulation problem. 
Given a system of polynomial equations, fi = .G. =fs = 0, how many condi- 
tions are to be imposed to a polynomialfof degree at most d, in order that it 
vanishes in its zeroes, with the proper multiplicity? 
Formally we consider the generic polynomial f=C,, rd c,t, where Td = (tE T, 
deg(t)gd}, and ct are indeterminates, and we ask forfto be in the ideal I, or, what is 
the same, to be in the vector space Z,, := { gEZ, deg(g) <d}. Sincefis the generic element 
of the vector space k[X,, . . ..X.],,:=(gEk[XI, . . ..X.,], deg(g)<d}, the question 
boils down to linear algebra: how many independent linear conditions are to be 
satisfied by the c,‘s in order forf to be in Id and the obvious answer is 
H,(d):=dim,(k[X,, . . ..X.],)-dimk(Zd)= -dimk(ZA, 
which is known as the Hilbert function of I. 
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Its computation amounts to computing dim,(Z,), which is the same as dimk( T( Z))d), 
and the same as the cardinality of the set {TV T(Z): &g(t) < d}. So H,(d) = curd (teO(Z): 
deg(t)<d} and the latter function can be computed by combinatorial techniques in 
very efficient ways; the most recent algorithm for that is [9]. 
4.3. Elimination 
Let Zck[X1, . . . . X,] be an ideal and let Z, c k[Xl, . . . , X,], m < n, be the ideal 
Z,=Znk[X,, . . ..X.]. One has that .5?(Z,)ckm is the projection of 2(Z) over the first 
m coordinates, i.e. 
a(z,)={(x,, . . ..x.)ck? 3x,+1, . . ..X.Ek (Xl, . ..Jww)~ 
(more exactly, it is the closure of the projection of B(Z)). 
Let us denote by T(m) the subsemigroup of T generated by Xi, . . ..X. and let us 
choose an elimination ordering, i.e. an ordering s.t. for each i > m, for each te T(m), 
t<Xi. 
Such an ordering is the lex ordering defined by: 
t,:=xf’...x;“<xp . ..Xp=. t2 if and only if there isj: ci=qi, i>j, ej<nj. 
Note however that there are other elimination orderings, which lead to more efficient 
computations than lex. 
Lemma 4.1. Let < be an elimination ordering and let gek[X,, . . . ,X,]. If T(g)E T(m), 
then gEk[X1, . . ..X.]. 
Corollary 4.2. Let G be a Griibner basis of I for an elimination ordering. Then 
Gnk[X,, . . . . X,] is a Griibner basis ofZ,,,=Znk[X,, . . . . X,]. 
4.4. Solving systems of polynomial equations with finitely many solutions 
The following classical result: 
Theorem 4.3. Let Z c k [XI, . . . , X,] be an ideal and .3(Z) its set of zeroes. Then 
(1) Z(Z)=@ ifand only ifZ=k[X,, . . ..X.]. 
(2) Z(Z) isjinite ifand only ifdim,(k[X,, . . . , X,1/Z) isjnite; in this case the number 
of zeroes of I, counted with multiplicity, is dim,Jk [XI, . . . , X,1/Z). 
can be so stated in terms of Grobner bases: 
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Corollary 4.4. Let I c k [X 1, . . . , X,] be an ideal, S?(Z) its set of zeroes and G its reduced 
Griibner basis w.r.t. to any term-ordering, Then: 
(1) Z(r)=0 ifand only if IEG. 
(2) the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) Z?(l) isfinite, 
(b) O(Z) isfinite, 
(c) for each i there is gEG xt. T(g) is a power ofXi. 
In this case the number of zeroes of I, counted with multiplicity, is card(O(1)). 
Griibner bases do not only provide a test for detecting finiteness of solutions of 
a system of polynomial equations, but also allow to present he ideal so to make its 
solution more feasible. There are esssentially two ways of solving such a system by 
Grobner bases. 
The first one [47] relies on elimination: assume I has finitely many solutions 
and G is its reduced Grobner basis w.r.t. lex. Because of Lemma 4.1 G,:= 
Gnk[X,, . . . . X,] is a Grobner basis of I,,,:= Gnk[X,, . . . , X,]. In particular, by 
Corollary 2(c), G consists of a single polynomial gek[X,]. 
We consider the elements of G,+ 1 as univariate polynomials in X,+ 1 with coeffi- 
cients in k[X,,..., X,] and denote the leading coefficient of gEG,+i by 
lp(g)Ek[X,, . . . . X,], i.e. 
Theorem 4.5. The following holds: 
_ Lf (al, . . . . a&%“(Z) then g(al)=O. 
- If (aI, . . . . a&9’(Z) then (aI,...,a,)~3’(I,,,). 
_ Let a:=(aI, . . ..a.)EZ(I,). 
Let gaEG,+ 1 be a polynomial of minimal degree s.t. lp(g,)(aI, . . ..a.)#O. Then 
(a 1, . . . . a,+I)E3(I,+1) tfand only ifa*(a,,...,a&Z(I,) and ga(am+l)=O. 
The first two statements are classical; the last one is due to [30,33]. 
An easy induction allows therefore to reduce solving polynomial systems of equa- 
tions with finitely many solutions to solving polynomial equations in one variable. 
The second method [6] reduces the problem to an eigenvalue problem: 
ThealgebraA:=k[X,,..., X,] /I has the set 0 (I) as a linear basis; multiplication in 
A by an element geSpan,(O(l)) is a linear morphism; let M, be the matrix represent- 
ing it w.r.t. the basis O(I). 
Theorem 4.6. Let &‘=(a$“, . . ., c$‘), . . . ,&) be the zeroes of I. Let 0(1)=(&t,, . . ..t.} 
Then the eigenvalues of MT are ill :=g(a(‘)), . . . , A,, := g(a(“)). 
Moreover, ifall of them are distinct (which happens ifthe zeroes of I are all simple and 
g is suficiently generic), then the eigenspace corresponding to Aj is generated by 
(1, t2(cP) ) . . *, t&(j))). 
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Example 4.7. Let G = (X ’ -X, X Y, Y2 - Y} which is a lex Griibner basis of the ideal 
I it generates. Since O(Z) = (1, X, Y}, I has 3 zeroes. Solving X2-X = 0 we find 
x = 0,l. Substituting x = 0 in G we get ( Y2 - Y); solving it we get y = 0,l. Substituting 
x=1inGweget(Y,Y2-Y)=(Y)andsoy=O.SothezeroesofIare(0,0),(0,1),(1,0). 
The transpose of the matrix representing multiplication by X has a double eigen- 
value 0 with eigenspace {(a, 0, b): a, b~k) from which the zeroes cannot be read OR, and 
a simple eigenvalue 1 with eigenspace generated by (1, 1, 0), from which we get the zero 
(LO). 
The transpose of the matrix representing multiplication by X + 2 Y has eigenvalues 
0, 1, 2 and the corresponding eigenspaces are generated by (l,O,O), (1, LO), (l,O, l), 
respectively, i.e. the eigenspaces are generated by (1, X, Y) evaluated at (O,O), (LO), 
(0,l) and the three zeroes can be read off immediately. 
4.5. Relations 
Given gr, . . . . g,EP:=k[X,, . . . . X,] the set of s-tuples {(h, , . . . , ~,)EP": 1 higi = O> is 
a finitely generated P-module, whose elements are called syzygies of gr, . . ..gs. 
If{g,, ..* , gs} is a Grobner basis of the ideal it generates, then each S(i,j) has a weak 
Grobner representation S(i,j) = 1 hkgk, which induces a relation 
and, in turn a syzygy of gl, . . . , gs. 
It can be proved that the syzygies coming from the pairs ((i,j): iEMIiV(j), 
j=l, . . . . s> are a basis for the module of syzygies. 
Ifig,,... ,gs> is not a Grobner basis, we can compute a Grobner basis {gl, . . ..gs. 
Ss+l, . ..> gt}. We obtain at the same time a basis $g for the module of syzygies of 
(9 1, . . . , gt } and for each i > s a representation gi = Et:‘, Pikgk and therefore a repres- 
entation gi=C;=r qikgk. 
If for each syzygy (h, , . . . , h,)EB’, we substitute in C hkgk =0 each occurrence of gi, 
i>s with its representation gi=Ci=r qikgk, we obtain xi=, (hk+C:=,+l hiqik)gk=O; 
the corresponding syzygies are a basis for the module of syzygies of gr, . . ..gs. 
5. Buchberger’s algorithm in k (aI, . . . , a,) 
5.1. Setup 
Let us move now to Grobner bases for two-sided ideals in the free noncommutative 
algebra k (a 1 , . . . , a,). There are obviously two main problems in exporting verbatim 
Buchberger algorithm to this setting. 
The first problem is that S:= (ai, . . . . a,), unlike T, is not noetherian, so termina- 
tion cannot be proved; we already knew this, because of our discussion on the 
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undecidability of the ideal membership problem; we will postpone termination to the 
next section and content ourselves for the moment to adapt Buchberger’s algorithm to 
a nonterminating procedure which correctly “computes” Griibner bases in 
k<a r, . . ..a.). 
The second problem is that we do not have even the result that if I is a principal 
ideal, Z=(g), then {g) is a Grijbner basis. In fact (ZT(g)r: 1, rES} is no more an 
echelon set; in other words there are self-obstructions as it is immediately shown by the 
following trivial example: take t = abae(a, b); then abt = ababa = tba. 
To obtain a linear generating set from a basis of an ideal, we have in fact to multiply 
both on the left and on the right by elements of S, so we must use elements of Sx S. 
Since there is some algebra on this set, which is the canonical k-basis of the rank 1 free 
bi-module on k(S), let us use a nonstandard notation for it and let us write 
S 0 S:=Sx S. The algebra we have on this set is: 
_ a left and a right multiplication with S, which are defined as follows: 
for each tES, for each (l,r)~S@ S, t(l,r)=(tl,r), (l,r)t=(l,rt) 
- for each tES a “convolution” &: S 0 SH S defined by c#J,(~, r)= ltr 
_ a notion of ideal which is a subset YcS@ S s.t. if (l,r)~Y, tES, then (tl, r)EY, 
(I, rt)EY; 
a set of generators for 9 is a (not necessarily finite) set 9 c Y s.t. for each (I, r)EY 
there are Z,,rIES, (w~,w~)E~ s.t. l=llwl and r=wvrI 
_ a notion of order ideal which is a subset 0 c S 0 S s.t. if (tZ, ru)ECo, then (1, r)EO 
Equipped with this algebra, we now adapt to k(S) the approach already used for 
kCX r, . . . , X,], reducing the problem to linear algebra first and then to a combinatorial 
problem on S@ S. In this way, we will obtain a minimal set of S-elements so that: 
_ if each of them has a weak Griibner representation (the notion will have to be 
properly defined of course), then G is a Grobner basis 
_ any S-element not having a weak Griibner representation will give rise to a new 
element in the Griibner basis. 
This set will then be further reduced by applying analogues of Lemmata 3.8 and 3.10. 
As in Section 3, we assume that G is ordered as (gr , . . . , gs), and that Ic(gi) = 1 Vi, and 
we denote T(i) := T(gi). 
We have to order the generating set 9 = { Igr: (1, r)ES 0 S, gEG} and we do that as 
follows: I1gjIrI < 12gj,rz if and only if 
either I1 T(j,)r, <1,7’(j,)r, or 
I, T(j,)r, =12 T(j2)r, and either jr <j, or j, =j,, r2 is a left multiple of rl 
We then say that lgjr has a Gauss representation in terms of G if 
kljr=kliP+ C ckpLwkfl 
kp 
AT(i)p = lT(j)r Vk, p lkP T(k)rk, < lT(j)r 
i <j or i =j and there is w: r = wp 
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5.2. The combinatorics 
First of all, let us face the problem of extracting the canonical echelon set from the 
generating set {Igr: (1, r)ES 0 S} of a principal ideal (g), i.e. to define self-obstructions 
of teS. Denote: 
SOB(t):={(l,r)ES@S r#l and there is 
(Z,~)ES@S &(I,l)=Zt=tr=&(l,r)}, 
ST(t) c S 0 S the ideal generated by SOB(t). 
W(t) the order ideal S@ S\ST(t). 
We then have the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.1. If gEk(S), t= T(g), I the two-sided ideal generated by g, then {lgr: 
(l,r)~SO(t)} is the canonical echelon set extracted from the generating set {lgr: 
(I,r)ESO S}. 
Example 5.2. Let g=aba-a, so t:= T(g)=aba; then SOB(t)= {(l,ba)}u{(l, wt): 
WES}, because tba=ababa=abt, and for each WES, t(wt)=(tw)t. Therefore ST(t) is 
the set of all pairs (I, r), where 1~s and rgS is either a multiple oft, r = l1 abar,, or it is 
a right multiple of ba, r = barI. Finally SO(t) is the set of all pairs (I, r) with Z~Sand rES 
neither a multiple of t, nor a right multiple of ba. 
Consider with proper awe that ST(t) is not finitely generated: in fact set pi :=(l, a’t), 
i>O; then, since a’t is not a right multiple of ajt for all i,j, {pi> is contained in all 
minimal sets of generators for ST(t). 
We now characterize the order ideals O,(G) c S @ S s.t. {Zg,r: i = 1. . . s, (I, r)EOI(G)} 
is the canonical echelon set extracted from 9. The proofs which are not explicitly 
given, are obvious generalizations of the corresponding statements in the previous 
section; instead of cutting and pasting them, we leave them to the reader. 
Denote: 
41 :=bT(j) SO that bj(1, r)=IT(j)r 
ST(j):=ST(T(j)), SO(j):=SO(T(j)) 
q(G):={(Z,r): q5j(Z,r)+T(1),...,T(j-l)))uST(j), an ideal in SOS 
Oj(G):= { (1, r): (I, r)$ q(G)}, an order ideal in S 0 S 
Ej(G) I= {#j(r, r): (I, r)EOj(G)} 
O(G):={& t$T(G)}. 
Example 5.3. Let us choose g1 = aba- b, g2 := bab - b, G = { gl, g2}, so that T(1) = aba, 
T(2) = bab. 
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SO(l)=O,(G) has been computed above and is the set of all (l,r)~S@ S with 
r neither multiple of aba nor right multiple of ba. E,(G) is the two-sided ideal 
generated by aba; in fact if w is a multiple of aba one can write it uniquely as w = labar, 
so that bar is not divisible by aba; this is equivalent to say that r is neither a multiple of 
aba nor a right multiple of ba. TI (G) is the set of all pairs (1, r) with r either a multiple of 
abu or a right multiple of ba, i.e. it is the set {(I, r): leS, rER} where R is the union of 
the two-sided ideal generated by t with the right ideal generated by ba. 
In an analogous way SO(2) is the set of all (1, r&S 0 S with r neither multiple of bub 
nor right multiple of ab. To obtain O,(G), we must remove from SO(2) all elements 
(1,r) s.t. lbabr is a multiple of aba; we see that we must require that 1 is neither 
a multiple of aba, nor a left multiple of a, I= IIa, since in this case lbabr=lIabu(br), 
and that r is neither a multiple of aba, nor a right multiple of a. Therefore T,(G) is the 
set of all elements (I, r)ES@ S, with either 1 multiple of uba, 1 left multiple of a, 
r multiple of ubu, r right multiple of a. Again consider with proper awe the fact that 
T,(G) is not finitely generated since it contains the elements (abuak, l), kB0. E,(G) is 
the set difference of the two-sided ideal (bub) with the two-sided ideal E,(G)=(ubu). 
Lemma 5.4. S is the disjoint union @-E,(G), . . . , E,(G), O(G); Oj(G) is an order ideal of 
S @ S; Tj(G) is an ideal of S @ S. 
Proposition 5.5. E(G):= {lgir: i= 1, . . . ,s, (1,r)~Oi(G)} is the canonical echelon set 
extracted from 3. 
G is a Griibner basis of the ideal I it generates ifund only ifE(G) is a Gauss basis of I. 
G is a Griibner basis of the ideal I it generates if and only if for each j, for each 
(l,r)#Oj(G), lgjr has a Gauss representation in terms of G. 
5.3. S-elements 
We now move to the definition of S-elements: if (l,r),(A,p)~S@ S are s.t. 
4j(I, r) = 4i(A, p) let US define 
S(i, j; 1, r; J., p) := lgjr- AJip 
and let us say that S(i, j; 1, r; 1, p) has a weak Griibner representation if 
S(i& 1, r; A9 p)’ c Ckplk,,gkrkp for each k, /I lkP T(gk)rk, < lT( gj)r. 
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Lemma 5.6. Let (1, r), (A, P)ES 0 S be s.t. 4j(l, r) = bi(& p) and moreover i <j or i =j and 
there is w: r=wp. 
Then lgjr has a Gauss representation lgjr= Agip +&, Ck,,lkPgkrkW if and only if 
S(i, j; 1, r; 2, p) has a weak Grdbner representation. 
As in the commutative case, it is sufficient to test the existence of a weak Griibner 
representation, only for an S-element S(i,j; 1, r; A, p) for each generator (1, r) of Tj(G). 
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For each j, let us therefore choose a minimal basis of T,(G), 28 (which could as well 
be infinite); for each (T =(1,, r,,)Eg, we choose i,, A,, p,, s.t. 
1, W)r, = A, W,)h i, <j or i, = j and there is w: Y, = wpO 
and we let MZN(j):={(i,,j;1,,r,;~,,p,)). 
There is however a problem more with respect o the commutative case, which we 
had already occasion to remark; given tr , t2gS the ideal {(I, r)ES @ S: lt2r is a multiple 
of tr} is not finitely generated since it contains {(trw, 1): WES}. Therefore the 
restriction outlined above is not sufficient to reduce the tests to be performed to 
a finite number. A generalization of Lemma 3.8 shows however how to solve this 
problem, 
Lemma 5.7. Let gl,gzEk(S), IC(gi)=l, let ti:=T(gi), WE& gi--ti=~;~, Ciktik* fien 
tlWg2-_91Wt2=~;:1 cZkglWt2k-~& ClktlkWg2 and tlkW~2<tlWt2~ tlWt2k<tlWt2. 
Let us therefore say that (i,j; 1, r; &p)~it4IN(j) is trivial if there is w s.t. either 
l=AT(i)w (and so p=wT(j)r) or J=IT(j)w (and so r=wT(i)p). 
Corollary 5.8. Zf (i, j; 1, r; 2, p)EMZN(j) is trivial, then S(i, j; 1, r; A, p) has a weak Griibner 
representation. 
Moreover {(i, j; 1, r; I, ~)EMIN(~) and nontrivial} is finite. 
Proof. The first statement is a direct consequence of Lemma 5.7, the second one 
follows at once, since if (i, j; 1, r; ,I, p) is nontrivial, then either 
_ A= 1 and T(j) is a left multiple of p, 
- p= 1 and T(j) is a right multiple of 1, 
- T(j) is a multiple of T(i) and so it is a right multiple of 1 and a left multiple of p, 
_ T(i) is a multiple of T(j) and so A=,= 1, T(i) is a right multiple of 1 and a left 
multiple of r. 0 
We can conclude 
Theorem 5.9. Let G=(g, ,..., gS) be a basis of I c k(S), where lC( gi) = 1 for each i. 
G is a Griibner basis of I if and only if for each j, for each nontrivial (i,j; 1, r; 
A, p)~ MZN (j), S(i, j; I, r; A, p) has a weak Griibner representation. 
On the basis of Theorem 5.9, we need to construct a minimal set of obstructions for 
gj, i.e. the finite set O&S(j)= ((i, j; 1, r; A., p)eMZN(j): (i, j; 1, r; A, p) is not trivial}. 
We can do as follows, assuming, w.l.o.g., that T(j) is not multiple of T(i) for i <j: 
O&S(j)=@ 
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For each 1,r,w~S\(l) s.t. T(j)=Zw=wr do 
osS(j)=oBS(j)u{y,j; l,r;!,l)> 
For each i<j do 
If T(i) is multiple of T(j) then 
For each I, reS s.t. T(i)= ET(j)r do 
OBS(j)=OBS(j)u{(i,j;1,r;l,l)} 
For each 1, r, WCS, { l} s.t. T(j) = Iw, T(i) = wr do 
OSS(j)=OSS(j)u{(i,j; l,r;l, 1)) 
For each I, r, w ES\ (l} s.t. T(i) = Iw, T(j) = wr do 
OBS(j)=OBS(j)u{(i,j;l, 1; l,r)} 
Remove from OK?(j) all elements (i, j; 1, r; 1, p) s.t. (I, r) is not in a minimal basis 
of q(G) 
Let Y := {(I, r): (i, j; 1, r; A, p)EOBS(j)} 
For each s = (I, r&Y do 
Choose (i,,j;1,,r,;1,,P,)EOBS(j) s.t. i=l,, r=r, 
OBS(j) = { (i,,j; L r,; L PA: SLY > 
Example 5.10. We can now go back to our example with the assurance of dealing with 
finitely many objects only, and the result will be much more easy. Again g1 = aba - b, 
g2 := bab - b; we will consider moreover also g3 := bb - ab, g4 := ba - ab, g5 := aab - b, 
and we set G={gI,g2,g3,g4,g5}, so that 
T(1) = aba, T(2) = bab, T(3) = bb, T(4) = ba, T(5) = aab 
We have: 
OBS(1)={(1,1;1,ba;ab,1)} from abT(1)=ababa=T(l)ba 
OBS(2)={(2,2;1,ab;ba,l), (1,2;a,l;l,b), (1,2;l,a;b,l)} from baT(2)=babab= 
T(Z)ab, T( 1) b = abab = U(2) and bT( 1) = baba = T(2)a, from which we remove 
(2,2; 1, ab; ba, l), since (1, ab) = (1, a)b is a redundant generator of 7”,(G). 
0BS(3) = { (3,3; 1, b; b, l), (2,3; 1, ab; b, l), (2,3; ba, 1; 1, b)} from bT(3) = bbb = T(3)b, 
bT(2) = bbab = T(3)ab and T(2)b = babb = baT(3) 
OBS(4) = { (1,4; a, 1; 1, l), (1,4; 1, ba; b, l), (2,4; 1, b; 1, l), (2,4; ba, 1; 1, a), (3,4; b, 1; 
La)), from which we remove (1,4; 1, ba;b, 1) since (1, ba)=(l,b)a, and (2,4; ba, 1; 1,~) 
since (ba, 1) = b(a, 1). 
OSS(5) = { (1,5; 1, a; a, l), (1,5; ab, 1; 1, ab), (2,5; 1, ab; au, l), (3,5; 1, b; aa, l), 
(4,5; b, 1; 1, ab), (4,5; 1, a; au, l)}, from which we remove (1,5; ab, 1; 1, ab), 
(2,5; 1, ab; aa, 1) since (ab, 1) = a(b, 1) and (1, ab) = (1, a)b, and (4,5; 1, a; au, l), because 
the minimal generator (1, a) is already taken care of by (1,5; 1, a; a, 1). 
Lemma 5.7 has reduced the problem of testing if a finite set is a Grdbner basis 
to a finite problem, but we still would save unnecessary computations, so we 
turn to a generalization of Lemma 3.10. Preparing the setting to state it is a bit 
more complex than in the commutative case, but the test which we will derive, will 
be as easy. 
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Lemma 5.11. Let i, k<j, 1,~s be s.t. IT(i)= T(k)r. Let wt# 1, w,# 1 be s.t. 
IT(i) = T(k)r = wt T(j) w,. Then either: 
(1) there are A and p s.t. Z= wr;l, r = pw,, IT(i) = T(j) w,, T(k)p = wI T(j). In this case: 
- S(i,k;1,r;E,1)=wlS(i,j;1,w,;I,1)-S(k,j;w,,1;1p)w, 
_ Zf S(i, j; 1, w,; ;1,1) and S(k,j; w,, 1; 1, p) have weak Grci’bner representations then 
S(i, k; 1, r; 1,1) has a weak Griibner representation. 
(2) there are 1 and p s.t. wt=lA, r=pw,, T(i)=AT(j)w,, T(k)p=w,T(j). In this case: 
_ S(i,k;1,r;Z,l)=1S(i,j;1,w,;1,1)-S(k,j;wf,1;1,p)w, 
- ZfS(i, j; A, w,; 1,1) and S(k,j; wt, 1; 1, p) have weak GrBbner representations then 
S(i, k; 1, r; 1,l) has a weak Griibner representation. 
(3) there are A and p s.t. Z=wtA, w,=pr, IT(i)= T(j)w,, T(k)=w,T(j)p. In this case: 
_ S(i,k; l,r;Z, l)=wlS(i,j; 1, w,;i, 1)-S(k,j; wr,p; 1,l)r 
_ ZfS(i, j; 1, w,; A, 1) and S(k, j; wt, p; 1, 1) have weak Griibner representations then 
S(i, k; 1, r; 1,l) has a weak Griibner representation. 
(4) there are il and p s.t. wt=Z;1, w,=pr, T(i)=AT(j)w,, T(k)= wlT(j)p. In this case: 
- S(i, k; l,r;Z, l)=ZS(i,j;A,w,; l,l)-S(k,j; wt,p; 1,l)r 
- ZfS(i,j; A, w,; 1,1) and S(k, j; wt, p; 1,l) have weak Grobner representations then 
S(i, k; 1, r; 1,l) has a weak Griibner representation. 
5.4. Buchberger’s algorithm 
As a consequence of the previous results, the following procedure, if it halts, 
computes a Grobner basis of an ideal Z c k(S), given a finite basis F of it; we will 
assume F to be given as an ordered set { gl, . . . . gs} s.t. Ic(gi)= 1, Vi and no T(gi) is 
multiple of some T( gj), j # i. 
G := Griibner(F) 
G=@, OBS=$ 
For t=l, . . ..s do 
RED := {(i, k; I, r; 1, ~)EOBS: 3wt, w,ES\ (1) s.t. ZT(k)r = w1 T(t)w,} 
OBS := OBS\RED 
G:=Gu{g,) 
OBS:=OBSuOBS(t) 
While OBS # 8 do 
Choose (i,j; 1, r; 1, ~)EOBS 
OBS:=OBS\{(i,j;l,r;A,p)) 
h := NormalForm(S(i, j; 1, r; 1, p), G) 
If h#O then 
t:=t+l 
gt := h 
G:=Gu(g,} 
RED:=((i,k; 1,r;1,p)~OBS: 3wt, wl~S\(l} s.t. lT(k)r=wt T(t)w,} 
OBS := OBS\RED 
OBS := OBSuOBS(t) 
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Example 5.12. We are going to compute here the Griibner basis of the ideal 
I=(g,,g,). It will turn that the output is {gi, . . . . g5} so that the computations we 
have performed in the last example take care of the combinatorial part of the 
algorithm (i.e. the computation of OSS). The initialization phase gives the following 
set of S-elements to be tested: 
from which we can however remove (1,l; 1, bu; ub, l), since T(l)bu = ububu= uT(2)u. 
We choose (i,j;1,u;I,p)=(l,2;u, 1; 1, b) and compute S(1,2;u, 1; 1, b)=ug,-g, b= 
bb - ub =: g3, which is appended to G. 
We update OBS appending OM(3) to it: we have 
OBS = { (1,2; 1, a; b, l), (3,3; 1, b; b, l), (2,3; 1, ub; b, l), (2,3; bu, 1; 1, b)} 
We choose now (i,j; 1, r; i, p) =(l, 2; 1, a; b, 1); S(1,2; 1, a; b, l)=g,u- bg, = bb - bu; its 
normal form is h = - bu + ub so we append g4 = bu - ub to G. 
After removing (2,3; 1, ub; b, 1) from OBS, because T(3)ub = bbub = bT(4)b, we ap- 
pend 0BS(4) to it, obtaining 
OBS = { (3,3; 1, b; b, l), (2,3; bu, 1; 1, b), (1,4; a, 1; 1, l), (2,4; 1, b; 1, l), 
(3,4;,b, 1; La)> 
We choose now (i, j; 1, r; A, p) = (3,3; 1, b; b, l), S(3,3; 1, b; b, 1) = g3 b - bg, = bub - aub 
has normal form b-uub so g5 = uub- b is appended to G and OBS is updated to: 
(1,5; 1, a; a, l), (3,5; 1, b; au, l), (4,5; b, 1; 1, ub)} 
Since the normal forms of all remaining S-elements are 0, a Griibner basis of I is 
19 i, . . . , g5} and, removing redundant elements, {bb- ub, bu-ub, uub- b). 
6. Termination of Buchherger’s algorithm 
As we have already stressed several times, we cannot hope to have a terminating 
Buchberger’s algorithm in k(u, , . . . , a,), because this would give a computational 
solution to the undecidable word problem. The best we can hope for is a procedure, 
which receiving as input a finite set of elements { g1 , . . . , gs} E k (S) defining an ideal I: 
- in case I has a finite Grijbner basis, halts returning such a finite Griibner basis, 
- otherwise, it produces an infinite sequence of elements gl, . . . , gs, gs+ r, . . . , gi, . . . , s.t. 
the infinite set {gi: ieN} is a Grobner basis of I. 
One could actually hope for more, e.g. for an algorithm which receiving as input 
(9 i,...,gs}~k(S)andD~N returnstheset {gEG,deg(g)<D}whereGisthereduced 
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Grijbner basis of I. This hope is however unfounded; in fact this would allow to solve 
the following problem: 
Let < be an ordering compatible with the degree (i.e. s.t. tI < t2 whenever 
deg(t,)<deg(tA); given {gl, . . . . g,}Ek(S) defining an ideal I and tES, compute 
{gEG, r(g)<t> h w ere G is the reduced Griibner basis of I. 
just by computing {gEG, deg(g) <deg(t)} and this would in turn allow to solve the 
ideal membership problem; in fact the computation of Can(f,I) does not require 
a whole Grdbner basis of I but only those elements g st. T(g)< T(f). 
There is however an important subcase in which this stronger requirement can be 
satisfied, the case of homogeneous ideals I, i.e. ideals generated by elements Cciti s.t. 
deg(tJ=d for each i, Ci #O. 
In our presentation of Buchberger’s algorithm, we have never discussed how to 
perform the instruction Choose (i,j; 1, r; I, ~)EOBS; it is clear that, in case the procedure 
we have described halts, any choice is equally fine to guarantee correctness. In the 
polynomial ring case (where there is no termination problem), a lot of research has 
been however dedicated to strategies for implementing this Choose instruction, since 
bad strategies can have a dramatic effect on the time-space performance of the 
algorithm: the up-to-date state of the algorithm is presented in [31] and it is the basis 
of all the best implementations. What is a question of efficiency in the polynomial ring 
case, becomes here a question of survival, as the following example shows. 
Example 6.1. We work on the ring k (a, b, c, d, e,f ) and the following ordering: 
tl < t2 if and only if either wt(t,)< wt(tZ) or wt(tI)= wt(t2), tI is lexicographically 
less than tz where the ordering on the variables is a < b < c < d < e <f and wt is defined 
by 
wt(a) = 3 wt(b)=wt(c)=wt(d)=wt(e)=wt(f)=l 
and multiplicatively extended to the semigroup. We will choose the ideal 
I=(f 19 f 2, f 39 f 49 f 59 f 69 f 7 1 where 
fi =ca-ac, f2=da-ad, f3 = ba - b2c, f4 = be - b, f5 = bf - b, 
fs = ef - b, .f7 = bed, 
T(fI I= ca, T(f,)=da, T(f3)=ba, T(fb)=be, r(fs)=bf; 
T(fe)=ef, T( f7) = bed. 
A set of minimal obstructions for ( fi, . . ..f7} is given by { (4,6; b, 1; l,f), 
(2,7; 1, a; bc, l)}. 
Choosing (2,7; 1,a; bc, 1); we have: 
S(2,7; 1, a; bc, 1) =f7a - bcf2 = bead = bfi d + bacd = bfi d +f3cd + b2c2d, 
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sofa := b*c*d is a normal form of S(2,7; l,a; bc, 1) and is added to the basis, together 
with the new obstruction (2,s; 1, a; b*c*, 1). If we choose this one, we get: 
S(2,8; 1, a; b*c*, 1) =fsa- b2c2f2 = b*c*ad+b*ac*d = bf3c2d + b3c3d, 
f9 := b3c3d, 
where we use the notation t1 +t2 to mean that t1 -t2~Z, t1 > t2, i.e. to collapse steps of 
the normal form computation. 
Let us agree that our strategy is to choose the last obstruction in the list; it is then 
easy to realize that the computation will be infinite and have the following pattern, 
where fi+ 6 := b’c’d 
0BS={(4,6;b,1;l,f),(2,i+6;1,a;bici,1)), 
S(2, i + 6; 1, a; b’c’, 1) =f;.+6a - bicy2 = b’c’ad+b’ac’d 
0BS={(4,6;b,1;l,f),(2,i+7;1,a;bi+’ci+’,1)} 
going on forever without ever computing S(4,6; b, 1; 1, f) whose computations would 
give: 
S(4,6; b, 1; l,f)= bfs-f4f=bf- b* =fs- b*+ b 
returning g=b*-b, by which we findfi+7=1;+6+gbi-‘ci+‘d for each i>l. 
If we change our strategy so that S(4,6; b, 1; 1,f) is eventually computed, as remark- 
ed above all elements h+ 7 for i > 1 are redundant in the Griibner basis. 
The introduction of g requires the computation of the following S-elements: 
ga-bf,, gc-bf4, d-bf5, gcd-bf,, gbi-2cid-J+7 for i> 1, whose normal forms 
are all 0, so that the Grijbner basis is actually finite and is consisting of 
{fi,f*,f3,f4,fs,f6,f7,g}. 
The previous example shows a reason why a computation could go on forever even 
in the case the minimal Grobner basis is finite, in which case obviously even the 
infinite set of elements produced by the algorithm fails to be a Grobner basis; the 
reason is simply the indefinite postponing of some computation. It turns out that the 
remedy to this is just to arrange the computation so that each obstruction which is 
produced by the algorithm is definitely processed at some finite time. In order to 
formalize this argument let us add a counter to the algorithm presented in the 
previous paragraph and let us make a copy of the status of the data each time the 
counter is updated. So the algorithm will look like: 
G := Griibner(F) 
G=@ OBS=@ 
For t= 1, . . ..s do 
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RED:= ((i,k; 1,r; I,~)EOBS: 3wl, w,~s\{l} s.t. U(k)r=w,T(t)w,) 
OBS := OBS\RED 
G:=Gu{g,} 
OBS:= OBSuOBS(t) 
* Count :=0 
While OBS # 8 do 
* Count := Count + 1, OBScount := OBS, Gcount := G 
Choose (i,j; 1, r; A, p)eOBS 
OBS:=OBS\((i,j;l,r;&p)) 
h := NormalForm(S(i, j; 1, r; A., p), G) 
If h#O then 
t:=t+l 
gt:=h 
G:=Gu{g,} 
RED := {(i, k; 1, r; A, ~)EOBS: Iwl, w,ES\{ l} s.t. ZT(k)r = w1 T(t)w,} 
OBS := OBS\RED 
OBS := OBSu OBS(t) 
where we have put a star in front of the two instructions which have been added. 
NOW let US define: OBS, := u ,E 1 OBSi, G o. := u ,2 1 Gi; to make things formally 
precise, in case the algorithm halts, in which case Count has a maximal value M, 
we define Gi := GM and OBS, := OBSM for i > M. We can then prove the following: 
Lemma 6.2. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) 7’he algorithm halts. 
(2) There is M s.t. OBSM=O. 
(3) There is N s.t. GN is aJinite Griibner basis of I. 
Proof. lo 2: is just an obvious remark on the behaviour of the algorithm. 
1~3: is the correctness proof of the previous paragraph. 
332: If GN is a Griibner basis of I, then for each (i, j; 1, r; 1, ~)EOBS~, S(i, j; I, r; 1, p) 
has a weak Grijbner representation. Therefore for E > N, one has G, = GN and the 
cardinality of OBS, is one less than the one of OBS,_ 1. II 
Proposition 6.3. Iffor each aeOBS, there is E, such that a$OBS, for V>E, then: 
(1) G, is a Griibner basis of I. 
(2) I has afinite Griibner basis ifand only ifthere is N such that GN = G, is a GrBbner 
basis of I in which case the algorithm halts returning GM. 
Proof. (1) Let o=(i,j; Z, r; il, p)EOBS,; if there is E such that o$OBS,, for V>E, then 
S(i,j; I, r; A, p) has a weak Griibner representation in terms of G,. 
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The assumption implies therefore that for each (i,j; 1, r; 1, p)eOBS,, S(i,j; 1, r; A, p) 
has a weak Grobner representation in terms of some G, and so of G,. Because of 
Theorem 5.9, this implies the thesis. 
(2) Assume that I has a finite Grijbner basis G = { fi, . . . ,j,}. Since G, is a Grobner 
basis of I, by definition for each j = 1. . . k there is hj~G, s.t. T(hj) divides T(fi) and 
thereis N s.t. hj~GNforeachj=l . ..k. Therefore T(Z)= T(G)cT(GN)~ T(G,)= T(Z), 
proving that GN is a Grijbner basis of I. Termination of the algorithm is then 
guaranteed by Lemma 6.2. 0 
There are plenty of obvious strategies for realizing the Choose instruction which 
guarantee the validity of the assumption of Proposition 6.3; for instance one can 
choose at each step (i,j; 1, r; 1, p) s.t. j is minimal; in case < is sequential, i.e. for each 
tES the set {t/ES: t’ < t} is finite, one can choose (i,j; 1, r; A, p) s.t. lT(j)r = AT(i)p is 
minimal. 
Assume now that I is homogeneous, so w.1.o.g. we can assume the input { g1 , . . . , gs} 
consists of homogeneous elements. Note that: 
_ If gi,gj are homogeneous, then h := S(i, j; 1, r; 2, p) is homogeneous and 
deg(h)=deg(lT(j)r)kmax(deg(gi),deg(gj)). 
_ If G is a set of homogeneous elements and f is homogeneous, then h:=Normal- 
Form(f, G), if not zero, is homogeneous and deg(h)=deg(f). 
_ The set {tES: deg(t)<D) is finite for each D. 
Therefore for an obstruction c = (i, j; 1, r; A, p) let us denote &g(a) := deg(lT(j)r); if at 
each step we choose ~EOBS s.t. deg(a) is minimal and we denote by D, := min(deg(a). 
ok OBS,) (putting D, := CC if OBS, = 8), then D, is a nondecreasing function; therefore 
for each D there will be M s.t. D,> D. This proves the following proposition. 
Proposition 6.4. If I is homogeneous, then for each DE N, it is possible to compute (g E G: 
deg(g)<D}, h w ere G is the reduced Griibner basis of I. 
7. GrGbner bases in semigroup rings 
The aim of this paragraph is to give a sketch of the argument which leads to a proof 
of the claim at the end of Section 1. Since I do not know any relevant application of 
Grijbner basis over a semigroup ring k(S) other than polynomial rings and noncom- 
mutative free algebras, most of the details will be omitted. 
The reader will easily verify that all the arguments developed up to now apply 
to this more general case, assuming that we are able to provide, given 
G:=(g,, . . . . g,} c k (S), a minimal set of S-elements so that: 
_ If each of them has a weak Grobner representation, then G is a Grbbner basis. 
_ Any S-element not having a weak Grobner representation gives rise to a new 
element in the Grobner basis. 
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This in turn just requires to produce, setting ti:= T(gi) and assuming Ic(gi)= 1, 
minimal sets of self-obstructions for t, and minimal sets of obstructions for t, w.r.t. 
t1 9 ..., t s-l. 
Let us survey the different cases. 
7.1. Two-sided ideals 
Let us define 
ST(tj):={(A,p): 3(1,r)ltjr=/Ztjp, rtp) which is an ideal in S@ S 
Tj:={(1,r): ItjrE(t,,..., tj_l)}UST(tj), an ideal in S@ S. 
For each generator (I,, r,) in a minimal basis of Tj, we have to choose i,, A,, pg s.t. 
1, W)r, =& W,)pb i, -c j or i, =j and pb < r, 
and to set MZN(j):=~(i,,j;l,,r,;~“,,p,)}, V(i,j;1,r;n,p)EMIN(j), S(i,j;l,r;I,p):= 
lgjr - AlJip. 
We have moreover to remove trivial elements i.e. those (i, j; 1, r; 1, p)~M1N(j) s.t. 
there is w s.t. either I= AT(i)w (and so p= wT(j)r) or A= lT(j)w (and so r = wT(j)p). 
Finally, let us set Y := {(i, j; 1, r; A, p)EMZN(j), j= 1. . . s and nontrivial). 
7.2. Left ideals 
Here we define: 
Tj:= {tES S.t. ttjE(tl, ...) tj-I)}, 
a semigroup ideal; and for each minimal generator t, of Tj we choose z,ES, i,<j s.t. 
t,tj=T,tio. Then we set MIN(j):=((i,,j;z,, t,)}, and V(i,j;z, t)EMIN(j), 
S(i,j; Z, t) := tCJ-_gi. 
I do not know if and how trivial elements can be defined in this case, so let us set 
9:={(i,j;z,t)EMZN(j), j=l...s). 
7.3. Ideals in commutative semigroups 
Here we define: 
Tj:={tESS.t. ttjE(tl,...,tj_1)} 
a semigroup ideal; and for each minimal generator t, of Tj we choose z,ES, i,<j s.t. 
t,tj=r,ti~. Then we set M1N(j):=((i,,j;z,, t,)}, and V(i,j;z, t)EMZN(j), 
S(i, j; 5, t) := tgj- Tg,. 
Trivial elements are those (i,j; T, t) s.t. ti divides t. 
Finally let us set Y := {(i, j; T, t)EMIN(j), j = 1. . . s and nontrivial). 
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7.4. Computability of Grdbner bases 
Because of the following straightforward generalization of Theorems 3.7 and 5.9. 
Theorem 7.1. Let G=(g,, . . . . gs) be a basis of I c k(S), where lc(gi) = 1 for each i and 
let Y be defined as above. 
G is a Griibner basis of I if and only if for each o~9, S(a) has a weak Griibner 
representation. 
With the proper modifications, the algorithm described in Section 5 and with the 
termination strategy outlined in Section 6, correctly “computes” aGriibner basis of I, 
provided the following assumption, which depends only on S, holds: 
Y is Jinite and computable 
so that, under this assumption on S 
Theorem 7.2. If k(S) is noetherian then for each ideal I it is possible to compute 
a Griibner basis of 1. 
If I has a finite Griibner basis w.r.t. <, then there is an algorithm to compute it. 
If S is graded, I is homogeneous and < is a degree-compatible ordering, then for each 
tES it is possible to compute a Griibner basis truncated at t. 
8. Griibner bases in differential algebras 
8.1. Weyl algebras 
If we consider partial derivatives axi: k[X1, . . . . X,] H k[X1, . . . . X,] and iterate 
them we obtain the semigroup of all partial derivatives of any order, which is 
obviously isomorphic to T, since a,, 8, = 8,,ax,. 
A dij@rential operator with coeficients in k[X,, . . . . X,], A: k[X1, . . . . X,] H 
k[X, . . . ,X,] is any linear combination of them with coefficients in k [X, , . . . , X,]; the 
set of all such differential operators is obviously a k-vector space, with basis 
(Xl”’ . ..X$P., . ..a?“} and it is a k-algebra if it is endowed by the product given by 
composition. 
Since, for each fek[X,, . . . . X,]: 
Mxif )=xi&,(f )+f, &,Vjf)=xj&,(f ), j#i 
this algebra is isomorphic to &,,:= k(X1, . . . . X,, D1, . . . . D,)/Y where Y is the 
two-sided ideal generated by {DiXi - Xi Di - 1: i= 1 . ..n}u(DiXj-XjDi. 
i#j}u{XjXi-XiXj, DjDi-DiDj: l<i<j<n}, which is called Weyl algebra. 
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It is an easy exercise to verify that the above is a Grijbner basis of 4 for the deglex 
ordering, so that O(Z)=(Xq’...X~D~’ ... Din}, implying the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt 
theorem, which states that “commutative” terms are a k-basis of d,.. 
8.2. Enveloping algebras of Lie algebras 
Another ring of interest in differential algebra is the enveloping algebra of a Lie 
AZgebra, which is defined as follows; one starts with a finite dimensional Lie Algebra 
9 i.e. a finite dimensional k-vector space endowed with the bracket operator [ l ,l ] 
which satisfies: 
(1) [c~U~$.C~U~,U]=C~[U~,U]+C~[U~,U], VciEky UiyUEY 
(2) [u, v] = -[v, u], vu, VEY. 
(3) [~~~C~Z~~Sll~C~Z~C~~~~~11+C~3~C~~~~~11~~~ v”iez. 
Let {X,, . . . , X,} be a basis of 9 and consider the k-algebra 
@(zY):=k(X,, . . . . X,)/4 where $ is generated by { pji: 1~ i <j d n}, where pji := 
XjXi - X,X, - [Xi, Xi]. Because of (1) and (2), the definition of q(Y) is independent 
of the choice of a basis of 9. 
Again, one can prove that the given basis is a Grijbner basis of 9 for the deglex 
ordering, so that O(Z) = {XT’ ...Xin}, implying the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt Theorem, 
which states that “commutative” terms are a k-basis of @(dip). 
The proof of that is however less immediate, but another good exercise for the 
theory developed so far: one has to show that the following S-elements have weak 
Griibner representations: 
Pj~Xi-X~pji=X,XiXj-XjX,Xi+X,[Xi,Xj]-[Xj,X~]Xi i<j<k. 
An easy computation gives: 
=PikXj-XjPik+XiPjk-PijX/c-[xlc~ CXi,Xj]] + [Xj, [Xi,X,]] 
-Cxi3 Cxj9 x&1l 
8.3. Griibner bases for diflerential algebras 
As vector spaces both JZZ‘,, and S’(Y) are therefore isomorphic to a polynomial ring 
k(T), where T is a free commutative semigroup; however their ring structure is 
different. Note however that 
VZ,rET, V’ T(lfr)=lT(f)r 
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where the product on the left-hand side is the one in the algebra, the one on the 
right-hand side the one in T. 
This is a particular instance of the following situation: we consider an ordered 
semigroup S (whose product we denote by concatenation) and we endow the k-vector 
space R := Span,(S) of a k-algebra structure by defining a product * s.t. Vl, r~s, VfeR 
T(l*f*r)=lT(f)r. Let us denote such a ring k(S,*). 
If S= T, ordered by <, then a k-algebra R satisfying the above is isomorphic to 
k<X 1, . . . , X,)/Y where 4 is generated by { gij: 1 < i < j < n}, gij = XjXi - CijXiXj-_ij 
with CijEk-(0) and pij a linear combination of “commutative” terms 
tETc(X,, . . . . X,) s.t. T(pij)<XiXj. Moreover {gij} is a Grbbner basis of 9 for 
some ordering <’ on (Xi, . . . . X,) which agrees with < on T and s.t. XiXj<‘XjXi 
Vi <j. These rings were introduced and their Grobner basis theory was first studied in 
[34], where they were called solvable polynomial rings. 
It is easy to realize that the whole theory developed until now does not require the 
ring to be the semigroup ring, but that for its correctness it is sufficient to assume the 
property that Vl, KS, VfeR T(1 *f* r)= lT(f)r. As a consequence, Buchberger’s 
algorithm is directly available for the rings k (S, *). 
We can derive immediately the following consequences: 
Buchberger’s algorithm for polynomial rings can be applied verbatim for comput- 
ing Grijbner bases of left ideals in a solvable polynomial ring R, provided the 
routine for performing multiplication of elements of R is suitably modified. 
In particular solvable polynomial rings are left- (and right-) noetherian. 
Even when I c R is a two-sided ideal, T(I) is a semigroup ideal in the commutative 
and noetherian semigroup T, so that R is noetherian. 
Computing Grobner bases of two-sided ideals in a solvable polynomial ring is a bit 
more tricky: the ring being noncommutative, obstructions are to be looked for in 
T @ T; it is easy however to prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 8.1. Let R be a solvable polynomial ring. Let gl, . . ..~.ER, T(i):= T(g,)ET 
Denote Oj(G):={(l,l)ET@ T, lTo)$(T(l),...,T(j-l))}, q(G):=((l,r)ET@ T: 
(1, r)$Oj(G)). Then: 
(a) (l*gj:(l, l)EOj(G),j=, . . . . s} is the canonical echelon set extracted from (1 * gj * r: 
(l,r)EOj(G), j= 1, . . . . S} 
(b) Tj(G) is generated by {(T(i,j)/T(j),l): i<j}u{(l,Xi): i=l...n} 
(c) G is a Griibner basis if and only if both 
T(U) W,_i 1 
-*Yj_T(i)*9i9 
U_i) 
l<i<j<s 
gj*Xi-Xi*gj, j=l...s, i=l...n 
have a weak Griibner representation (obviously, also in this case, useless S-elements can 
be removed). 
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8.4. Applications 
In view of the similarities for Griibner bases theory of left ideals in a solvable 
polynomial ring and of ideals in the polynomial ring, many of the applicative 
algorithms developed for the latter, can be applied to the former too. For instance, 
[20], where Grabner bases for Weyl Algebras were introduced, discusses syzygy and 
Hilbert function computations. 
Another application [3] is related to enveloping algebras a(9): because of the fact 
that Vs, t&L(9), 3u,u&?(L?): us=ut, the relation 
(a,b)-(c,d) 0 324,~: ua=vc, ub=ud 
is an equivalence relation; the equivalence class of (a, b) is denoted a-lb. 
The set _5!($P):=%(Y) x %(_Y)/=can be endowed with a skew field structure, 
defining: 
a-‘b+c-ld=u-‘(sb+td) where u=sa=tc, 
a -lbc-ld=(ua)-‘(vd) where ub=vc. 
Since the map which associates to each a&P(Y) the equivalence class of (1, a) is an 
injective morphism, Z?(Y) is the skew-field of left fractions of e(9). 
Effective arithmetics in ZL?(_!Y) requires the ability to compute, given a,b&?!(5f), 
elements U, UP% s.t. ua - ub = 0. This is equivalent to computing left syzygies of a, b, 
which can be obtained by a partial computation of the Griibner basis of the left ideal 
(a, b). 
9. Griibner bases of finitely presented algebras 
9.1. A further generalization 
We intend here to give a further generalization of the theory developed in Section 1. 
So we start with a set S s.t. Su(O} is a semigroup and which is endowed with a well 
ordering s.t. Vl,r,tl,tZES, tl<t2, lt,r#O, lt,r#O * ltlr<ltZr. 
We then consider the k-vector space Span,(S) and we endow it with a ring structure 
s.t. its product * satisfies Vl, rES, V&Spank(S), either lT(f)r=O or T(1 *f* r)= lT(f)r, 
where T(a) has the same meaning as in Section 1. 
We will call such a ring a twisted semigroup ring and denote it k(S,*). Note that 
this is a generalization of the rings considered in the previous section and denoted in 
the same way. Note also that the theory holds even if S does not have an identity, 
provided that everywhere the notation 1 *g * r is understood to mean also 1 *g and 
g * r (and analogously for ltr). 
If Zc k(S,*) is an ideal, T(Z)= { T(f):f~1} is such that T(Z)u{O} is a semigroup 
ideal of Su (0) and 0 (1) = S- T(Z) is an order ideal. 
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Let us call GcZ a Grobner basis of Z if (T(g): g~G)u{O}=T(Z)u{O}. Then the 
following are direct generalizations of Theorems 1.3 and 1.8. 
Proposition 9.1. The following holds: 
(4 k(S,*)=ZOSpan@(Z)) 
(b) For each fEk(S,*), there is a unique g:=Can(f;Z)~Span~(O(Z)) s.t. f-gel. 
(c) The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) G is a Grobner basis of I 
(2) for each fEk(S, *): 
f=g+ 1 Cili*gi*ri g&pan,(O(Z)), c,Ek-{O}, li,riES, giEG, 
i=O 
liT(gi)ri#O 
T(f)>lIT(g,)r,)...)liT(gi)ri>li+lT(gi+,)ri+l>... 
(3) for each fsk(S, *), feZ if and only ifs 
fziiO ci1i*C7i*ri c,Ek-{O}, li,riES, giEG> liT(gi)ri#O 
T(f)=lIT(g,)rl>***>liT(gi)ri>li+1T(gi+l)ri+l>... 
Therefore the notion of Griibner basis can be given under such generality; I do not 
know however a generalization of Buchberger’s algorithm in this context. 
9.2. Griibner bases of quotient rings 
Let R = k <S, *) be a twisted semigroup ring, let 9 c R be a two-sided ideal. The 
quotient ring R/Y is then isomorphic as a vector space to SpanL(O(9)). If we endow 
the latter with a product l defined by pg := Can(f *g,X), the two rings can be 
identified. Under this identification the projection RI+ R/X is the morphism 
Can : R H Spank(O(X)). This identification has the further advantage that R/9 can be 
identified with a subvector space of R. 
Moreover O(Y)u(O) is the quotient of Su{O} by the two-sided ideal T($)u{O}, so 
it is a semigroup; the restriction to O(Y) of the well ordering on S satisfies 
Vl,r,tI,tzEO(Y), tl<t2, lt,r#O, lt,r#O * ltIr<lt2r, 
so that k(O(9);) is a twisted semigroup ring. 
Let gl, . . . . g,ESpank(O(9)) and let Z be the ideal they generate in k (O(f), 0) and I0 
the ideal Y+(gl, . . . . gs) in R so that Z,,=Can-‘(I) and Spank(O(f))/Z=R/Zo. 
Since 9~ IO, O(Z,)c O(3). Moreover since R/9 is identified with the subvector 
space Span,(O(Y)) of R, one has that Z=Z0nSpank(O(9)). As a consequence we 
obtain the following proposition. 
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Proposition 9.2. Spank(O(3))=I 0 Spank(O(lO)); T(&) = T(l)uT(9). 
Proof. By Theorem 1.3, R=Z, @ Span,(O(Z,)), so that 
Span,(O($))= RnSpun,(O(S)) 
=ZonSpank(O(~)) 0 Span,(O(~o))nSpan,(0(4)) 
= I 0 SpanJO(Z 
The second equality is then obvious. 0 
This in turn implies the following proposition. 
Proposition 9.3. Let % be the reduced GrBbner basis of X, Go the reduced Grbbner basis 
of IO. Then 
(1) ZfgeG, either T(g)ET(X) or geSpq(O(9)). 
(2) G := G0nSpunk(O(9)) is the reduced Grdbner basis of Z. 
(3) For euchfESpunk(O(4)): Can(f;Z)=Can(LZ,,). 
(4) %uG is a Griibner basis of IO. 
Proof. (1) is obvious and (3) is an immediate consequence of (2). 
Ad(2), let tET(Z) and let gEG, be s.t. T(g) divides t; since tEO(Y), then T(g)E0(4) 
too, and by (l), geG. 
Ad(4), T(Z,)= T(Y)uT(Z)= T(%)uT(G)= T(%uG). Cl 
Therefore if Griibner bases for two-sided ideals can be “computed” (in the sense of 
Section 6) in k(S, *) they can be “computed” in any quotient of k(S, * ). 
Since each finitely presented algebra is the quotient of a free noncommutative 
algebra, we can conclude our Grijbner basis theory with the mathematically nice 
result theorem. 
Theorem 9.4. GrGbner buses for two-sided ideals can be dejined and “computed” in each 
jinitely presented algebra. 
The result must however be carefully interpreted; for instance, since k[al , . . . , a,] is 
the quotient of k(aI, . . . . a, ) by the two-sided ideal (a2 al -al u2 ,...,a,a,-,-ua,-la,), 
the theory of this section can be applied to it; however the resulting notion of GrGbner 
basis is not the classical one; it is the one which interprets k[ul, . . . , a,] as a twisted 
semigroup ring over the semigroup (Tu{O}, 0) which is the quotient of S by the ideal 
(ajai: i<j), SO that e.g. ~2 oul =0 and the “Grdbner basis” of (u1u3) is {aIu~uJ: i>O}. 
It is however possible to interpret the classical notion of Grdbner basis for 
kCa1 , . . . , a,] by interpreting it as a quotient of k(aI, . . . , an), but this requires a further 
generalization of the theory, which is detailed in [39]. 
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This quite contrived example aims to make the point that general Grobner basis 
theories (like the very general Theorem 9.4) are probably not so relevant from 
a computational point of view, and that it is in any case of interest to look for 
specialized procedures for Grobner basis computation in special classes of algebras. 
10. Odds and bits 
10.1. Griibner bases in special classes of algebras 
A procedure for “computing” Griibner bases of uniform ideals in twisted semigroup 
rings is presented in [ 181. An ideal is uniform if it is generated by uniform elements; f is 
uniform if IT( f )r = 0 implies 1 *f * r = 0. 
Twisted semigroup rings k (XI, . . . , X,)/9 where 9 is generated by {gij: 
16 i<j< n}, gij=XjXi -cijXiXj-ppij with cij~k and p;j a linear combination of 
“commutative” terms t E T c (X 1 , . . . , X,) s.t. T(pij)< XiXj are studied in [l, 2,401 
and a procedure for “computing” Grijbner bases is there. These rings differ from 
solvable polynomial rings, insofar as the conditions that cij # 0 and { gij} is a Griibner 
basis have been relaxed. 
A thorough study of the algebras k (XI, . . . , X,)/Y where 9 is generated by {gij: 
1 <i<j<n} and gij=XjXi-ajiXi,Xj, for some aijek-(0) and i’<j’ has been per- 
formed by Gateva in a series of papers [24-271. A generalization of Buchberger’s 
algorithm to these algebras is contained in [26] 
10.2. Griibner bases and noetherianity 
In a noetherian finitely presented algebra each ideal has a finite Grijbner basis (and 
an algorithm to compute it) and conversely if each ideal in a ring has a finite Grobner 
basis, the ring is necessarily noetherian. 
However to have an algorithm for computing Grijbner bases in a finitely presented 
algebra R, one needs less than noetherianity: one only needs that R satisfies: 
Each finitely generated ideal in R has a finite Grijbner basis. 
Recently Weispfenning [48] has given an example of a class of algebras which are 
not noetherian but which satisfy the property above. 
10.3. Local algebra 
Standard bases for ideals I in either 
kCCX,,..., X,11 or kCX1, .. . . X,lo={h’U +g)WX,, . . ..XJ. dO)=O) 
are defined as Griibner bases in k[Xl, . . . , X,]. They are sets GEI s.t. f(G)= T(I); 
however the ordering on T is such that t < 1 Vt so it is a well-ordering no more. 
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Standard bases have the same kind of applications as Grobner bases; while the 
latter are used to perform a “global” study of algebraic varieties, the former are 
required in the “local” study of an algebraic variety, i.e. near a point or along 
a subvariety. A variant of Buchberger’s algorithm, known as the “tangent cone 
algorithm,” allows to compute standard bases in k[X,, . . . , X.lO. Details on the 
algorithm can be found in [42]; a survey of algebro-geometric applications in [41]. 
10.4. DifSerential ideals 
The differential polynomial ring is the k-algebra generated by a finite set of 
variables and by all their iterated formal partial derivatives w.r.t. a finite set of 
derivations. Algebraically it is therefore nothing more than a polynomial ring over 
countably many variables. In this context one is however interested in differential 
ideals, i.e. in ideals which are closed by derivations. 
A Grobner basis theory can be developed for differential ideals [14,43,44-J, but the 
algorithmic issues are very complex and not completely clear (at least to me). 
10.5. Group algebras 
There is an unchallenged assumption in this paper: that a semigroup ordering is 
needed over the semigroup Sin order to derive a Grijbner basis theory for k(S). This 
rules out a Griibner basis theory for the obviously interesting case of group algebras. 
After completion of this paper, a Grobner basis theory for group algebras was 
independently provided by Madlener and Reinert [36] and by Rosenmann [45], 
simply by not assuming that the ordering is compatible with product and accordingly 
modifying the technicalities of the theory. 
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